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'World Dairy Summit 2022 to witness success 
tales of Indian ladies's empowerment by dairy' 
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The annual flagsh ip summit of the Worldwide Dairy Federation (IDF) - World Dairy Summit 
2022 shall be held in India for the primary time since 1974 below the theme of "livelihoods 
and vitamin". 

The primary bodily post-Covid occasion by the IDF shall be organized in New Delhi
NCR between September 12-15, 2022. 

The earlier version of World Dairy Summit 2019 was held in Istanbul , TLJrkey, . 
whereas the 2020 Summit scheduled to be held in Cape City, South Africa was ) 
canceled as a result of COVID-19 pandemic. 

Talking at a gap occasion in New Delhi on Tuesday, Union Minister of State for 
Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairy, Sanjeev Kumar Balyan, stated: "It's a nice 
pleasure that India has the chance to host the World Summit on Dairy Merchandise. 
Dairy after 48 ·years .. " 

Da iry business stakeholders from greater than 40 international locations would take 
part within the Summit. 

IDF Director Basic Caroline Emond said that India's success story in empowering 
ladies 'shall be shared with the world by the World Dairy Summit. 

Piercristiano Brazzale, President of the Worldwide Dairy Federation (IDF), 
introduced a brand new IDF Innovation Award , to be introduced on September 12, 
the primary day of the World Dairy Summit 2022. "We are going to award the prize in 
12 classes". he stated. 

Meenesh Shah, Chairman of the Nationwide Dairy Improvement Board (NDDB) and 
Secretary Member of the IDF Indian Nationwide Committee, reported that India's. 
dairy sector gives earnings alternatives to roughly eight million farmers , making the 
World Summit Dairy Merchandise is necessary to stakeholders in India ."Not solely 
farmers however even landless farmers are linked with dairy merchandise. Milk is a 
crucial live lihood in our nation," Shah stated. 



Commenting on the Summit theme "Livelihoods and Vitamin", Shah stated : "Milk and 
dairy merchandise play an important function in offering vitamins to rural individuals. 
And because .the theme of the WDS relies in vitamin, we count on contributors from 
40-45 international locations and numerous farmers to be a part of the occasion ." 

Atul Cha\urvedi, Secretary, Division of Animal Husbandry and Dairy reported that 
India will profit from the expertise of the Worldwide Dairy Federation and "world dairy 
leaders coming to India and the nation will profit from studying from them what they 
do for dairy sector and it'll even be an important alternative for India to showcase its 
achievements within the dairy sector." Chaturvedi can be the chairman of the Indian 
Nationwide Comrnittee of the IDF. 


